Best General Counsel
Cost-Effective Guidance During the Crisis—and Beyond
Michael Best is working on many fronts to help our clients cope with disruptions caused by the
COVID-19 pandemic. For clients whose in-house legal departments are in transition, or who lack
in-house legal support, this may be an especially challenging time.
Our Best General Counsel (Best GC) service is here to help. With Best GC, you will have your
own dedicated, experienced attorney who takes the time to understand your business; build
relationships with key internal stakeholders; and attend shareholder, board, and senior
management meetings, as desired. They also have the support of a full-service firm to provide
quick answers to day-to-day legal matters.
Whether you’re seeking comprehensive outside counsel or interim assistance in specific areas,
Michael Best will work with you to develop a customized menu of services and a cost-effective
approach. To provide cost certainty in uncertain times, we offer our Best GC service for fixed
fees for services or at a monthly fixed fee, depending on scope and needs.
We designed Best GC for maximum flexibility, so it can be custom-tailored to each client’s
specific legal needs, preferences, and internal resources. That flexible design also enables us to
quickly adapt Best GC to the unprecedented circumstances confronting clients today. We can
provide strategic guidance and hands-on assistance in a wide variety of legal matters across all
practice areas, including:
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Contact Us
Out team of attorneys has prior experience serving as general counsel or in senior legal
positions at companies from start-ups to Fortune 500 companies, including financial companies,
retailers, manufacturers, and pharmacy companies. Additionally, many of our attorneys have
experience in areas such as engineering, accounting, tax, and banking prior to law school. This
first-hand experience allows our attorneys to provide unique and effective legal advice and
counsel to clients of all industries.
Please contact your Michael Best attorney for more information and pricing.
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